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1. What is the full name of our country?

a) Russia;  b) Russian Republic; c) the Russian Federation;



2. What is the capital of Russia?

a) Moscow; b) London; c) St. Petersburg; 



3. What oceans is Russia washed (омывается) by?

a) The Atlantic ocean; b) the Indian ocean;
 c) the Pacific ocean;  d) the Arctic ocean;



4. What countries is Russia bounded(граничит) by?

a) China; b) Kazakhstan; c) Ukraine;  d) India;



5. What mountain ranges are situated ( расположены)in Russia?

a) the Altai ; b) the Urals; c) the Rocky mountains; d) the Caucasus; 



6. What is the highest mountain in Russia?

a) Belukha; b) Sinukha; c) Elbrus;



7. What is the deepest, the biggest and the cleanest lake in Russia?

a) Ladoga; b) Onega; c) Baikal;



8. What is the most full-flowing (полноводная) river in Russia?

a) the Amur; b) the Lena; c) the Ob; d) the Volga; 



9. What is the largest island of Russia?

a) Sakhalin; b) Vrangel’s Island;  c) Shikotan;



10. What tree is the symbol of Russia?

a) an oak; 
b) a birch;

c) a maple; d) a pine;



Check your answers



1. What is the full name of our country?

c) the Russian Federation;

2. What is the capital of Russia?

a) Moscow; 



3. What oceans is Russia washed by?
a) the Atlantic ocean; c) the Pacific ocean;   

d) the Arctic ocean;



4. What countries is Russia bounded by?

a) China; b) Kazakhstan; c) Ukraine;  



5. What mountain ranges are situated in Russia?

a) the Altai ; b) the Urals; d) the Caucasus; 



6. What is the highest mountain in Russia?
c) Elbrus;

7. What is the deepest, the biggest and the cleanest lake in Russia?

c) Baikal;



8. What is the most full-flowing river in Russia?

b) the Lena; 

9. What is the largest island of Russia?

a) Sakhalin; 



10. What tree is the symbol of Russia?

b) a birch;



Thank you for your attention!


